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Abstract. For many species of primates, arguably including humans, social behaviour can be characterised along an axis usually described as running from
egalitarian to despotic. Despotic societies are characterised by a strict hierarchy
with very few aggressive interactions, but where aggression occurs it is typically
violent and usually unilateral from dominant to subordinate. Egalitarian societies
have less well-defined hierarchies; frequent, bilateral, but less violent aggression,
and a large repertoire of reconciliation behaviours. In this paper we describe our
approach to understanding the selective pressures that results in these different social organisations. Our technique focuses on agent-based modelling of the closely
related species in the genus macaca. To simplify the problem we have split the
models into ultimate and proximate causes, using two different ABM tools for the
two different problems. This is work in progress — here we explain our approach,
and describe preliminary results from the ultimate cause model.

1

Introduction

Social behaviour is at the core of much of human action, including our motivation and
reasoning [6, 10]. Thus understanding ourselves as individuals and as societies requires
understanding the bases of our social interaction. For many primate species social behaviour has been characterised along an axis usually described as running from egalitarian to despotic [17, 22]. Despotic societies are characterised by a strict hierarchy
with very few aggressive interactions. Where aggression occurs, however, it is typically
violent and usually unilateral from dominant to subordinate [11]. Egalitarian societies,
in contrast, have less well-defined hierarchies with only the top few most-dominant individuals clearly differentiated. They have frequent disputes with bilateral aggressive
displays, but with less physical violence. They also display a larger repertoire of conciliatory behaviours than despotic species [7].
In this paper we describe our attempt to better understand why these two forms of
social behaviour have emerged. We have reviewed the available biological literature
and found the explanations that seem best argued are fairly simple. Despotic species,
as a result of their social interactions, tend to spend most of their time spread out —
keeping out of harm’s way by keeping at arms’ length. More egalitarian species on the
other hand tend to cluster relatively closely together. We believe the pressure for staying
further away from each other is simply feeding pressure — under normal conditions
more food resources can be found in a larger feeding range.

The contrasting pressure for maintaining proximity is predation. Most predators
that prey on primates do not prey exclusively on this family; thus thwarting predation
requires only reducing the probability of predatory success to a level that makes other
species more appealing. Being closer together increases the probability that some individual will spot a predator in time for all individuals to escape to in accessable heights.
Also, depending on the primate and predator species, if enough primate individuals are
present they can actually physically overwhelm potential predators.
In order to find support for this hypothesis as an explanation for this key difference
in primate species’ social behaviour, we are building models that test its validity. To
simplify the modelling problem we have decided to build two different models: an
ultimate model, which shows the adaptive utility of the different approaches, and a
proximate model, which shows how the features characterising despotic and egalitarian
behaviour serve as mechanisms for achieving the ultimate ‘goals’, that is, the adaptive
configuration suited for the various environments. This is work in progress — here
we explain our approach, and describe the first results from the ultimate cause model.
We begin, however, by providing additional background details on the system to be
modelled.

2

Categories in Primate Behaviour

Individuals in primate groups influence each others behaviour through their social interactions. They inhibit or reinforce each others’ tendency to perform a variety of social
acts [21].
The simplest form of an aggressive interaction between two individuals can be described as a sequence of aggressive behaviours followed by either an aggressive or
submissive response from the addressed individual. The initial aggressive behaviour is
usually composed of threats. These signals can be more or less pronounced and physical. In all species, the initial aggression is directed usually from a dominant individual
to a subordinate. Submissive behaviour often contains reconciliatory actions. For both
the aggressive and the submissive behaviour each species has a repertoire of possible
actions [19]. Choice amongst these actions (e.g. between a bite, a slap, or a growl) usually expresses the seriousness of the executor in its intentions. The reaction to an act of
aggression depends highly on the risk of getting injured in an ensuing fight. For weaker
individuals in a high-risk situation it is therefore better to submit than to counter attack
[4, 9].
One way to operationalize the different social strategies observed in primate species
is to define a dominance gradient. The dominance gradient is a measure for the distance
between animals in their social group’s hierarchy. The further apart the individuals are
from each other, the more despotic their social style is. The easier it is for the subdominant individual to retaliate, given the action repertoire of the species, the less steep the
dominance gradient in this species is. Conversely the higher the intensity of aggressive
interactions in a species is (that means as more difficult the expression of submissive
reactions), the steeper is the dominance gradient in this species [17].
As a result of these factors, in socially stable situations with a steep dominance gradient, highly intensive aggressive social interactions should be sparse, since they would

lead to severe injuries and would therefore be a poor strategy. Mothers in such societies
should be very restrictive of their children’s actions in order to limit their interactions
with other individuals to prevent them from harm [20]. The observable structure of
such intolerant groups will therefore show fewer interactions between individuals and
a greater spacial distance between them.
In more egalitarian-structured societies the social gradient is less steep. This allows
individuals to be more challenging towards each other. As a result, more interactions
between individuals can be observed and the average distances between them is smaller.
Aggressive behaviours amongst members of the group occurs more frequently than
in despotic societies, but the intensity is much lower [21]. Also there is much more
likely to be some form of reconciliation behaviour right after an aggression. The variety
of reconciliation behaviours enables the individuals to show gradiations of submissive
reactions. This enables the group to stay close together.

3

Existing Models

The best known existent model of primate social behaviour is by Hemelrijk [13, 14,
e.g.]. Her model uses a simple set of social interactions based on spatial locations.
Hemelrijk’s model consists of a small group of primates having dominance interactions.
It assumes that every dominance interaction results in shifts in the agent’s dominance
rank. The amount of shift is determined partially by the expectedness of the outcome,
and partially by the violence of the interaction. The violence of the interaction is determined entirely by the species of the primate — thus for Hemelrijk, level of violence is
the key explanation for the difference in social organisations.
Hemelrijk measures two things to validate her model and compare it to real primate species: the steepness of the dominance hierarchy and the average centrality of
each agent. Centrality here means the extent to which dominant agents tend to be in
the middle of the group. It has been observed in the wild that dominants tend towards
this position, and it has been hypothesized that this is a safer position due to pressures
of predation. Hemelrijk’s model shows that a fairly simple algorithm keeps the dominants central and drives despotic species’ dominance hierarchy to be much steeper than
egalitarians.
In previous work, we have successfully replicated Hemelrijk’s model, and presented
a critique on its main result concerning the difference between despotic and egalitarian
species [2, 15]. We showed that her model both predicts and depends on frequent “upsets”, where subordinate agents beat dominant ones in fights. Such results almost never
occur in real life; even in egalitarian-structured groups, low ranking individuals very seldom replace high ranking ones. Hemelrijk’s model predicts frequent and permant shifts
in ranks of individuals, which again are not seen in nature. The dominance system in
most primate groups is extremely stable. For females of many species, it is effectively
even hereditary, depending on a mother’s rank and a daughter’s birth order.
These discrepancies between the model and the actual field data justify the construction of a new and potentially more complicated model of primate social behaviour,
so long as it provides a better match to the data. We decided to program a model which

takes the stable group structure into consideration and focuses on the interaction between agents and the environment as well as on the interactions amongst the agents.

4

Modelling Approach: Ultimate and Proximate Causes

In ethology the causes for behaviour in animals are categorised as ultimate and proximate causes. In our approach to modelling the evolution of social behaviour in nonhuman primates, we have chosen to use this distinction in order to simplify the modelling problem through decomposition. This approach gives us significant benefits in
terms of computational efficiency, since detailed mechanisms are not needed in models
at evolutionary time scales. The ultimate / proximate distinction also allows us to be
able to better differentiate and describe the mechanisms involved in the process, and
thus achieve better scientific and communicative clarity.
The ultimate cause can be described as the explanation of an animal’s behaviour
based on evolution — why this specific trait has been favoured by natural selection.
The question in our case is what are the environmental pressures that force non-human
primates to organise in groups and evolve the variety of social strategies we see in
dealing with the tensions resulting from a gregarious lifestyle.
The proximate cause can be described as the explanation of an animal’s behaviour
based on trigger stimuli and internal mechanisms. In other words, the proximate explanation tells us exactly what is happening in the individual, while the ultimate cause tells
us why. For example, reproduction has the ultimate purpose of propagating the species,
but individual reproductive behaviour is not generally motivated by considerations of
progeny. In the present case, proximate mechanisms are those that explain how and
when macaques interact with each other — when and with what motivation they fight
or affiliate.
We are developing two different models to illustrate the mechanisms in these two
different categories. In this paper we will focus on the ultimate cause for the evolution
of their social behaviour.
4.1

Ultimate cause

The ultimate cause for the evolution of a gregarious life style and the social strategies connected to it is the interaction between predation pressure and food availability.
Predation pressure acts as an adhesive force, or what [18] called attraction. It forces individuals to organise in groups to increase their safety and is thought to be the original
reason why animals are gregarious. In savannah-living primates like the yellow baboon
(papio cynocephalus) females tend to be surrounded by as many other group members
as possible to increase their safety. High-ranking dominant females are observed to be
most of the time in the centre of the group [5]. The main predator for most old-world
primate species are leopards. Although the actual killing of an animal is very hard to
observe in the field, since the observer itself is a major disrupting factor in the stalking
process of the hunter, the number of individuals getting killed by a predator can be estimated by the decrease in group size and it can be said that hunts happen frequently [25].

The likelihood of falling victim to a predator decreases with the number of individuals
in a group [12]. This is true for almost all of the terrestrial living primates.
Restricted food access is the force that drives individuals apart from each other, or
what Reynolds calls repulsion. Limited resources mean that individuals have to search
in different places for food or compete for the food in the same place. Food and energy
lead to strength, long life and reproductive capacity.

5

The Model

Here we use NetLogo to program our ultimate model. NetLogo is a multi-agent modeling language that evolved from StarLogo. It enables us to give instructions to independent “agents” and monitor their behaviour in different environmental settings [24].
The model consists of two groups of agents with different interaction patterns. One
group has an egalitarian structure, the other despotic interaction patterns. For this ultimate model, all this amounts to is that the egalitarian animals tend to stay nearer to each
other than the despotic ones do. In both groups the agents interact with each other in
the same environmental setting and are exposed to the same pressures. We monitor the
number of the individuals in the groups. We then use this parameter to determine which
group is better adjusted for which environmental settings. The pressures the groups are
exposed to are food availability and predation. The agents interact only with agents of
their own group.
5.1

Behaviour description

The behaviour of each group is defined by a set of different parameters. The agents
move around randomly to simulate exploration behaviour. Every agent has an energy
level which is reduced after every step the agent makes. If the agent moves over a food
patch its energy level is restored by a certain value. This simulates feeding behaviour.
If the energy level of an agent goes below a certain level, the agent will start to search
for food and move to the food patch closest to it.
The interactions between agents depend on three variables. Each agent has a maximum view. If it does not “see” any of if its group members within this range, it will
move towards the closest agent it can see. If an agent “sees” other agents of its own
group within a certain distance called near view, it moves randomly around or searches
for food. If the agent finds another agent within its personal space a dominance interaction is started.
Dominance interactions depend on a fixed dominance value assigned each agent
when it first comes into the simulation. The values determine the agents’ position within
the hierarchy of the group. High values stand for high dominance and low values for
a lower rank position. During a dominance interaction, the more dominant individual
displaces the subordinate animal and chases it away from its current position.
Agents can die and be born. An agent dies, if its energy level drops down to 0 or if
it is killed by a predator. A predefined percentage of the entire population of agents is
killed at regular time intervals. We define this as the predation rate. I order to identify
which primates are prey, we calculate the distance of every single agent to the centre

Fig. 1. Screenshot of the model running in NetLogo

of its group. We do this for both populations separately. The agents which are furthest
away from the centre of their group are then “killed” by the predator.
Agents give birth asexually when their energy level reaches a certain value. The
offspring then inherits a dominance value normal distributed with a standrad variation
of 7 around the dominance value of its parent.
We also regulate the food distribution via the regrowth rate of the foodpatches. Once
an agent has “eaten” a food patch it stays empty for a certain amount of time before the
food grows back again.

5.2

Experimental setup and results

Our hypothesis is that predation pressure has a bigger effect on despotic societies and
limited food resources have a bigger effect on egalitarian groups. This should be due to
the effect that only the outermost individuals of the population are killed by predators
and the regrowth rate has more impact on areas with a higher concentration of agents.
We also assume that the predation has a stronger influence on group structure then
food distribution. Besides the constraints of the group dynamics and their travel speed,
there are no restriction on where individuals move to, but there is a constant predation
pressure killing a percentage of the overall primate population frequently. Notice though
that both species are in the same simulation, so one may be predated more than the other.
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Fig. 2. Preliminary results from our model of the ultimate purpose of the despotic / egalitarian
axis. We hypothesize that the distance between animals is the main selective pressure on which
social order is present in a population. The model confirms that being more egalitarian (that is,
nearer to troopmates) is more of an advantage in the face of predation, but otherwise a disadvantage due to food competition.

We did a series of 80 experimental runs under different settings. We used four different conditions to see how the average number of agents sustained by the environment
changed.
In the first condition the environment consists of high predation pressure and low
regrowth rate. We then run the experiment with low predation pressure and high regrowth rate. The other two conditions are low predation pressure and low regrowth rate
and high predation pressure and high regrowth rate. Each condition was run 20 times.
Since this is work in progress we are only able to present preliminary results. But these
seem to confirm our hypotheses.
Our results show that the despotic agents did better in conditions with low predation
rate and egalitarian agents did better with high predation rate. This supports our first
hypothesis. They also show that a high regrowth rate amplified the reproductive success
of the group, if the group was already successful. This supports our second hypothesis.

6

Conclusions and Future Work

Our results suggest that it is less adaptive to have a despotic social structure (or at
least to live far apart from one another) in environments with high predation pressure,
and that the reverse is true for low predation risk. They also suggest that it is more
effective for the survival of the group to be despotic in situation with restricted food
access and low predation pressure. Predation affects both groups in the same way, but
has a stronger effect on the despotic agents, because their social structure leads to larger
distances between the individual agents. This results in higher predation on despotic
agents and therefore on higher numbers of egalitarian agents in conditions with high
predation pressure. However, without this pressure, the despotic group is able to use the
give food resources more effectively. This findings support the theory of how ultimate
causes shape the nature of interaction in gregarious animals arguments and therefore
the arguments of [8, 16, 23, e.g].
Of course our ultimate model says nothing directly about why egalitarian species
engage in more reconciliation behaviour, or why despotic species fight less frequently.
Now that we have established the hypothesis that distance between troop members may
be the ultimate cause of differences in primate social organisation, we are now engaged
in examining the proximate causes of this distance. This will involve more detailed
modelling of individual behaviour, such as determining the violence of an initial interaction and how to respond to an assault. For this we are currently using another
modelling tool, MASON, which we have extended to support a simplified description
of complex agent behaviour [1, 3]. The tool set as well as the model are now work in
progress.
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